Analysis of protein aggregation kinetics using short amino acid peptide tags.
Understanding protein solubility, and consequently aggregation, is an important issue both from an academic and a biotechnological application viewpoints. Here we report the effects of 10 representative amino acids on the aggregation kinetics of proteins. The effects were determined by measuring the solubility of a simplified bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) variant, to which short artificial tags containing the amino acid of interest were added at its C-terminus. We determined the solubility of the tagged variants as a function of equilibration time (20 min to 48 h) and total protein concentration ranging from 0.10mg/ml to 25.0mg/ml. We observed, as anticipated, that proteins precipitated when the total protein concentration exceeded a critical value. However, when the total protein concentration was further increased, the apparent solubility reached a concentration above the critical value, and slowly decreased to a value under the critical concentration upon increasing the equilibration period. We rationalized these observations by identifying three different solubility values, the "transient solubility (TS)", the "aggregation initiation concentration (AIC)" and the "long-term solubility (LS)". AIC and LS are parameters determined essentially by the amino acid types composing the tags and could be considered as an amino acid's intrinsic property. On the other hand, TS is an apparent solubility that is measured after some (20 min in our case) equilibration time and is often considered as the "solubility" of the protein. Similar aggregation kinetic patterns were observed with natural proteins, indicating the generality of the observations made using our model protein.